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1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Thit paper is intended as a companion paper to 'Circular Machine Design 
Techniques and Tools' presented at this conference by Roger Sorvranckx. The 
intont here Is to provide a tutorial discussion on the basic optics of circular 
particle accelerators for the benefit of those readers who have a fundamental 
knowledge of charged particle opticB but do not make it their profession to 
design particle accelerators. 

We begin the tutorial by presenting the solutions of the first-order di ffcrontial 
equations of motion for a single particle in a closed circular machine introducing 
thn concepts of phase shift, beta functions, and the Couratil-Snyder invariant. 
From these solutions we derive the transfer matrix between two points in the 
machine as a function of the phase shift and the parameters contained in the 
Courant-Snyder invariant. 

We then Introduce typical optical building blocks (modules) used in circular 
machine designs and relate them to their characteristic transfer matrix elements, 
the phase shift through them, and the Courant-Snyder-Twiss parameters, /3, a, 
and-r. 

Next we discuss the systcmatics of some elementary phase ellipse matching 
problems between optical modules. 

* Wwl up.psrtee' in part by the Department of Energy, contract DR.ACD3-T6SFDDSI5 and 
hy the National Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada. 

Presentee' at the Second /ulcrnntmnaJ Cc-n/erencc on Chnrge.il Optics, 
Albuquerque, JVew Mexico, May 19-23, l!Wfi 
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The report ends with, a b^nsatonrf second-order optical modules and how 

they are used to provide the mamentum bandwidth needed for the design of a. 
typical circular machine. 

2 FIRST-ORDER OPTICS 
2.1 NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS 

As in TRANSPORT,"1""11 we represent the position and direction of travel 
of a particle via a six-dimensional vector: 

X = 

/ « J \ H la i ' 

13 M 

*t C 
*s 1 

\.xe) u) 
The coordinates z and y represent, respectively, the horliontal and vertical 

displacements at the position of the particle, and x' and ]/ represent the slopes 
of the projection of the trajectory in the same planes. The quantity I repre
sents the longitudinal position of the particle relative to a particle travelling 
on the reference trajectory with the reference momentum. The last coordinate 
S = (p - po)/po gives the fractional deviation of the momentum of the particle 
from the central design momentum of the system. 

In first-order optics, the motion is described by the following matrix equa
tion: 

i j = £ f l , , i w , t' = l ,2 s 

Equation (2.1) ?an also be rewritten In compact matrix notation as 

X = RXa . 

(2.1) 

In optics studies it is customary first to study the properties of a set of optical 
elements by restricting the momentum of the test particles to one value (called 
the reference momentum), and then to study the properties as the momentum 
is changed. The elements #,/ of the matrix R that contain one subscript with 
the value 6 are called chromatic terms. The elements £ y for whifh no subscript 
is equal to 6 are referred to as geometric terms. 
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If midplane symmetry is applicable, then the H matrix has the following 
•"•"coupled form: 

/«.(«] sx(a) 0 0 0 <*.(») \ 
«.'(») V(s) 0 0 0 «VW 

0 0 «,(») «>(») 0 0 
0 0 c/(s) vw 0 0 

& 1 Hsi Asa * S 4 R» JZsa 

I * S 1 «ei An « M «» «M> / 

2 . 2 S I N G L E - P A R T I C I B L I N E A R O P T I C S FOR A C L O S E D M A C H I N E 

The firstrordar equations of motions, in a circular machine, are given r>ypl 

where 6 =sAp/p 4 

In a closed machine the functions ti(s),St 1,(s) and p(s) are periodic functions 
of * with the period L, where L is the length of the closed orbit in the circular 
machine. Let ns consider solutions for the nondUpersive [6 * o) stable case. 
Tit* theorem of Floquet (see Hef. 4) states that there exist two functions /3(e) 
(periodic) and ^(a) in terms of which the general solution i ( s ) can he expressed. 
For the x phase plane the result is: 

i ( « ) = v/d?(«)cos(«i(a) + 4) 

where e and el are two arbitrary constants and the two functions fi(a) and V'(s) 
are not independent, but are linked by the simple relation 

«*-Iwi-
'(ft) is called the "machine phase sh'ft" between points 0 and a. Differentiation 
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of I ( B ) with Tcapect to g yields , .- * .! • * '.•', 

= ~ V^fsj ( a ( 8 ) c o s ^ 8 ' + * + *»W«) + *)) 

where we now define the function a(s) by 

/?•(«) = -2«(s) . 

Alternatively x'(») can be written in the form 

JI'(B) = V<-i(»)eos(x(«) + 4) 

where x( s ) satisfies the relation 

tanWs)-x(s ) ) = ~ y 

or equivalently 

sinW(a)-x(»)) = - - ^ = = 

and the function -t{s) is defined by 

. . 1 + «(s} 2 

The functions 0(»), «(s), and 7(0) are all periodic with the period X, where £ 
is the length of the closed machine. Consider the values of the solution for z and 
its derivative at successive revolutions at a fixed point s. We can describe the 
motion at position s by plotting the values of x and i* in the "x-phase plane". 
Eliminating the trigonometric functions from the expressions of x(a) and x'(e) 
yields, after some manipulation, the 'Courant-Snydsr' invariant'" (the equation 
of the machine ellipse). The result he 

Tr(s)3* + 2tt(s)n" + Pls)xA = t , 

which shows that the positions (i,£') of a particle at the coordinate s upon 
successive turns lie on an ellipse. The parameters a, #, and f arc sometimes 
referred to, in the literature, as the Twiss parameters.'1' Similar equations may 
be derived for the y, </ phase plane. We assume, in this discussion, that midplanc 
symmetry is applicable and therefore there is no linear coupling between the x 
and y phase planes. 



Z2.1 Tie Machine Ellipse 

This 'machine ellipse' may also be represented in & matrix form as follows: 

(2.2) ._(m -*w\ 

where Z* has a determinant equal to 1. The equation of the ellipxe characteristic 
of the machine may then be written in the matrix form 

X*T- ,3r = t where * • • [ , ) (23) 0 
The area of the ellipse U ire. We can compute the maximum x excursion z m » 
and the maximum x' excursion x ' r a u . They are given by the expressions: 

i n n = V^t i *'ma» • \ZT! . 

From the explicit equation of the ellipse one can also obtain the coordinates of 
the intercepts with the axes: 

*i*« = y^ . * w = ^ 0' 

and from these expressions one can deduce aJtornatlve expressions for the area 
of tneelSese: 

Area = i c = rxmixx'igter = Wl^u^'mx • 

This result can be generalized to dimension n. For n dimensions < is the product 
of one intercept, one maximum and (n - 2) maxima of subtpaee intercepts. 
Figure 1 illustrates these points in two dimensions. 

l t ln l = '*r 
Beam 
Centraid 

Fig. 1, An Ellipse baud on the Machine Parameters 0, a, 
y, Illustrating single-particle motion in a closed machine. The 
area of the ellipse it A- in. 

Consider now two points S\ and Sj on the reference orbit of the closed 
machine. Let T\ and Ti denote the machine ellipse matrices at these two points 
and R the optical transfer matrix from point Si to point Sj. Siic'lar to the beam 
ellipses in TRANSPORT/*"* we have the following truisfornwjon relating Tj 
t o l l : 

••RT\Sf 

I <t> I •> I - R n J i e i 

l i ' 

-2flijJtn 

-2fl»iRu 

*?1 
-JcitJfo .*» I I a, I . [2A) 
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2 .3 T B E RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE BEAM ELLIPSE AND THE 
MACHINE; ELLIPSE 

Consider a closed machine that is characterized by the ellipse Ai with emit-
t&uceeaBdarea.fii.as shown in Fig. 2 . 1 ^ Pi denote a point on that ellipse and 
let O denote the origin of the axes. After successive turn* around the machine 
the point P% will reappear at Ft, F», etc. 

Fig. 2. The Superposition of Beam Ellipses 
Ei and £3 with a Machine Ellipse Bi. 

Consider now an ellipse E% inscribed in E\ with a contact point at JV Let the 
ellipse Et represent a beam of particles circulating In the machine. Ellipse JEj 
becomes, after one turn, ellipse Ej with contact point *Y Ellipses £1 and E3 

have the same area. 

When the beam ellipse £1 is concentric and similar to the machine ellipse 
Bi, the beam is said to be matched to the machine. In this instance the beam 
reappears on successive terns as the same ellipse, hot the individual particles in 
the beam rotate around the ellipse as did the points Ft etc. 

Let nt find the transfer matrix which transforms the machine ellipse defined 
by the input values $1 and 01 at position Si into an ellipse with the values ft 
and at at position sj . 

Consider again the solutions as given by the Flaquet theorem: 

T 

x ( t ) « V ^ W s ( w « + w , , 

* » = " Jjtt («(•)<»«(*[») + 4>) + «*nJ*W + <f)j • 

Expanding the trigonometric functions and simplifying the notation gives 

s =>/e^(cos*>oas«^-sins>sm«>), 

i ' = - Wjr(acos*>c»a>- asin*>airae>+sin«>eoa«>-T>cas«>stee>) . 

The point having v> " 0 is assumed to be associated with the values fii and 04 
and s t and si's these values then satisfy the following relations: 

«l =V^pTeoss>, 

S I ' " - </-r-(aicos^ + sino>) . 

Denoting by ffi, 0,3, zi, snd I 'J the values associated with l/> nonzero, and 
eliminating cos ̂  and sin «S from the previous four equations, one gets 

xz =2,i/£L(cos«i + en sinV) + « i V A A » ™ * . 

From the above equations we deduce the transfer matrix between position 1 and 
position 2 to be 

2(co*A«> + ctismA«V) v^smAt> 

(1+ o ^ s f o & ^ J - f r - oa.cos A * Mf^^-m^A^ 

where Ae) is the phase shift between position s t and s 5 . 

» 



In the partieuUrcase where the input valuta (ft, eti) aie equal to the output 
values ffitfft) the transfer matrix become* 

\ -tmn ecatf-aainiiy 

where we hawe defined 

/J = A = A , « = «!<•««, »*=A^, 

and 
1 + e* 

formula (2.8) expresses the elements of the transfer matrix R in terms of the 
input parameters ft, ai, the output parameters fit, at, and the phase advance 
&j> between positions si and as. 

7%* linearued stable motion aroand the n/erenee elotti orbit of a circular 
machine can ahtayt be expresses' is the matrix lormuta (2.6). 

It it alio possible to express the output Twin parameters and the phase 
advance in term* of the Input Twisa parametin and the matrix elements. The 
first part of this invcrtion process is achieved in formula (2.4) wfuchwe reproduce 
here! 

lot J = -JtiiBji l+2Ri ,S s l -ftisfta j 01 J . (2.7) 

The phase shift A<1> is derived from formula (2.S) at 

or 
a i n A * » - ^ (2.9) 

or equivatently by the fonnulas relating 0(e) and 0{B)X 

1*L 
J PW A* = 
• • 

Let us look at some elementary eonfigurationg and determine their phase 
shifts: 
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a) A thin lens Is characterized by Si — s 5 so that Atfr = 0. 

b) Tf Ru = 0 (point to point imaging) then A«i = rur. 

c) If Kn = 0 (parallel to point imaging) then tan AV< = - l / « i . 

d) For a drift of length t, Ra « L and sin Ae> = L/VMa-

It is perhaps worthwhile to comment on die meaning of 'phase shift* in a 
circular machine. 

A ^ • IT 

Fig. 3 ?hue Shift for Point to Point Imaging 

Consider Fig. 3 where we show a single lens imaging from point 1 to point 2. 
This corresponds to the matrix dement flu = 0. From the figure and Eq. (24) 
we can conclude that the phase shift to a*. In this ease we only need to know that 
Rn = 0 in order to conclude that the phase shift is zero or nir. With the farther 
information contained In Pig- 3 we know that the answer it«-. Ifo additional 
information about the Incoming phase ellipse b necessity. 

Now, in contrast, consider Fig. 4 whew again we have a single lera but with 
the matrix element Jtii = ft. This corresponds to parallel to point imaging. 

Comparing again with Bo, (2.5), we discover that we need to know the 
orientation of the Incoming phase ellipse, at, at the entrance of the modUt in 
order to evaluate the phase shift through the module. 

10 



Fig. 4 Phase Shift for Parallel to Point Imaging 
If 01 • 0, corresponding to an upright ellipse, then the phase shift is 

otherwise 

Ail>-. 

tan(Aid) = 

Fig. 5 Phase Shift for Paint to Parallel Imaging 
As a third example consider Fig. 5 where Rn — 0, corresponding to point to 

parallel imagine. In this case we readily conclude that -we must have a knowledge 

of the orientation, 02, of the machine ellipse at the endpoint of the asdnle In 
order to determine the phase shift through the module. Here we find that if 
012 = 0 (an upright ellipse) then 

otherwise 
* * = ! 

tan(M>) = — 

In more complex modules, such as a FODO array, to be discussed later, 
it will be seen that it is often necessary to know both 0 and a at either the 
beginning or the end of the module, in addition to the transfer matrix, in order 
to deduce tnc phase shift through the module. This can be seen by inspection 
of Eq. (2.8). 

3 OPTICAL BUILDING BLOCKS 
We shall now turn our attention to the study of special elements or Bets of 

clement.? which can be used to design optics modules for particle accelerators. 

3.0.1 A Drift Space or Field-Free Region 

The transfer matrix of a drift is 

R-- •( it) 
from which one derives 

Ax = X2 - xi ~ Lxi' and z 3 ' = *i ' = & constant. 

The Twiss parameters transform as follows according to formula (2.7) 

tfo\ / I -2L L ! \ / / ) , 

o* I = 0 1 - I U i 
kTi / \ 0 0 1 / 111 

From this relation one obtains 

u a = aj — at — -Lfi and 73 = -Yi = a constant. 

The relation (2.9) applied to the drift gives 

showing the relation between the phase advance ant? the length. The rcl&tton 
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{2J8)&its 

tan As) > fiuA-ftu«i - 0i-Lai ' 

Consider tl>« axtrwiw point on the beam eDlpae shown in Fig. 6. 
As the beam trareb through On drift trace, this point will be displaced bjr 

Axgmnby 

A* = VT1 = X J ^ 

where /SL ia the fi vahw achieved at tha point where the beam baa a waist. 

»j = xj a constant 
6« = («2-»,)»LJi 

y »nemlonl 

Fig. 6. The Transformation of an Ellipse through a Drift (Field-free) Space. 

3M.2 A Thin lens 

A foctning (bin (em has tha following transfer matrix: 

Jt. (-1/F l j 
fnnn which one derives 

*» = *i«»constant and A u ' s s i ' - x i * = - - ~ . 

The Twin parameters transform according to formula (2.7), 

L , U | l / F I Oil*,] 
W / Vl/f 2/JP I J U / 

which gives 

A - 0 t ' ' c o n s t a n t end A a « c e j - « t » & , 

The relation (2,8) gives 

•BllA—J8u«t 

and «• Att ss 0 baeaaf* the integral 

since the thin lens hu a length equal to lara. The transformation of an ellipse 
through a focusing thin lens 1» Illustrated In Fig, 7. 

"2 F I 

" I M " " / ^ * 0 « i " , a n t T 

» • constont 0 • conslonl 

„ *'"W —*(l) -a. 
Fig. T. The Transformation of an Slipia through a Focusing Thin Lens. 
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3.0.3 A Quadrupole 

The thin lens (raadrupDle behaves in each phase plane (i, x•) and [y, y') like 
a thin lens of opposite signs. If the lens is focusing in the i-plane, the mat rices 
can be mitten, as follows: 

R \*l/F l) 

We hare assumed here that the quantity F is positive. 
The phase advance is zero in both planes, and 0 is constant in both plnncs. 

The change in a is given by 

A«-±f • 
In these expressions the upper sign applies to the (z,z') focusing plane and thu 
lower sign to the [v,V') defbeusing plane. 

3.0.4 A thin Dipolt 

A wedge dlpole witli the field index n equal to 0 (i.e. a uniform field) c n n 

be simulated as a thin element (having zrro length), located at its middle, and 
having the following transfer matrix: 

( 1 0 0 

—t'ma/p 1 sin a 
0 0 1 

where a is the deflection angle of the central trajectory and where the third row 
and column describe the part of the transformation associated with the enemy-
dependent parameter S = (Ap/p). The wedge dipole behaves like a thin lens 
of focal length F = pjtma in the (x,i') plane. In the (y.y'j plane the wedge 
dipole behaves like a drift for a sharp cutoff field boundary. The matrix R gives 
us 

xi = Hi = a constant and Ax* *- i j ' — a=i' = t-£sinn. 
P 

The formula (2.7) becomes 

tk\ / i o O W A \ 

I oa J = I em alp l ° I I **a I 
I . W \«T?ajp> 2sina/p l / \ . T i / 

which gives 

„ . A since 
ft — A = a constant and o a = o j - oi = . 

P 
As Tor the thin lens, the relation (2.9) shows that Â > = 0 for the zero length 
dipole. 

3. i STUDY op SIMPLE USEFUL COMPOSITE MODULES 

Using the basic elements discussed in the previous section we shall now 
explore some typical composite modules. 

3.1.1 Basic Focusing Module 

If a focusing thin lens ot focal length F is placed between two drifts of length 
F, the transfer matrix for the composite system is 

' = [o i)[-i[r i J U ijj-

V-l/F 0) 
From the matrix R we observe that angles arc transformed to displacements and 
displacements to angles as follows: 

*2 — Fx\' and . i - X l 

From the relation (2.7) we have 

(h\ ( 0 0 **\ (Pl\ 
L - 0 - 1 ok 
\J \ 1/F» 0 WW/ 

from which 
ft = JF"S, and Oil = - « l . 

Relations (2.8) and (2.9) yield 

tan A.^ = and ""'•"VKK 
trom which we can conclude the following result: If <m = en = 0 then, since 
sin Alfr > 0, we must have A^ = ir/2 and F = •y/PiPi. 



This relation links the lens focal length F and the length L = 2F of the 
module to the magnitude of the j3 values. 
Practical two-dimensional modules based on t'.,is c MK»', -« typically achieved 
by symmetric triplets or by quadruplets, as shown in i'i.-,. 8. 
For the triplet, the focal length is different in the two phare planes 'z,x') and 
(y, y') because of basic properties of triplets. 
If it ia required that .F, = Fv, then a symmetric quadruplet array of quadrupoles 
may be used as illustrated ia Fig. 8. 

H f . ^ y 

H-H 
Fig. 8. A Triplet and a Quadruplet Lens System 
Possessing Parallel to Point and Point to Parallel 
Imaging in Both Planes. 

3.1.2 The FODO Array 

The FODO array is perhaps the most common building block used in the 
design of machine lattices and beam lines. Its structure is illustrated in Fig. 9 
when it ia composed entirely with quadrupoles. A FODO array with interspersed 
dipoles is discussed in Ref. 7. 
It if informative to study the FOOO array at two different observation points 
in order to better understand its basic properties. 

1) First case: The cell begins and ends at the center of a lens, then the 
transfer matrix for the x and y planes is obtained by the following multiplies.;.... — 

where again the upper sign applies to the (s ,s ') piano and the lower sign to the 
{y<i') plane. 

Hh L-f L* 
Fig. 0. A FODO Array as a Building Block for 
Lattices. 1) The Transformation for one Cell be
tween the Centers of the Lenses. 2) The Trans
formation for one Cell between the Centers of the 
Drift Regions. 

If we assume that fit = A = 9 and a l = a j = a, then 

' (-ft) »K)' 
from which 

and 

\ —fs e~asj 

Using symmetry arguments, the ratio of the beta functions in the focusing and 
f 
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defociuing lenses is given by 

Prmx _ l + s m ( > l / 2 ) 
<3mla " l - s in(^ /2) " 

Note that this ratio is independent of the length of the cell. 
2) Second case: If we now begin the FODO array in the middle of one 

of its drifts, the transfer matrix for one cell 16 given by 

/ l L,2\f I 0 \ M U l 0 W 1 L,2\ 

f(-SM 
then 

L 3 

fe + as /}s \ 
\ — i s c — as J L_ 

4p 

(-&)*fj 
from which we obtain 

c o s ix •• 

which is the same as in case 1, but 

^ v = ^ ( * - * » ' W 2 ) ) 

and 
_ 2aiafr/2) 

&Z.V — T : • 

sinp 

The last two relations show that at this location we have the result 
Pi — 0y and ax — — ay , 

which is the same property possessed by a thin lens quadrupole. 
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A case of particular interest is obtained when 41 = sr/2. This corresponds 
to (L/f) = 1/2. This FODO cell is then otten referred to as a 'quarter-wave'or 
A/4 transformer and is shown schematically in Fig. 10. 

-L/2-

f f 

Fig. 10. The Xji Transformer. 

The transfer matrix R of this quarter-wave transformer is 

^ = ( ^ 'L,l\ 
- 2 / i ±V2j 

and we have the interesting property Jin = —R13 and Ru, and flj2 both change 
signs between the x and y planes. This is a useful cell for phase space matching 
as will be discussed later. 

3.1.3 A Telescopic System 

The optica] system illustrated in Fig. 11 is called telescopic. 

Its transfer matrix is given by 

_(l FA( I o W l Ft + Fi\( 1 0 \ / l FA 
R"\o tjy-i/F, i){o 1 A- 1 /*! iJvo 1) 

(-FijFi 0 \ ( - M 0 A 



/ / 

•HA)'. 
a - constant 

&*=«• = Phase Shift 
Fig. 11. A one-Dimensional Telescopic System. 

From the R matrix we obtain 

xt^—Mzi and 12' = ~~r? ' 

I eta J = ( 0 1 0 I «l 

The relation (3.T) becoaics: 
Â#* 0 0 

0 1 0 
0 0 1/M*, 

Which shows that 
A - M*fa and oj - <*t = a constant. 

Since Sa = 0, the relations (2.8) and (2.9) reduce to 
tan A^ ^ Q and sin At?1 « 0 . 

Using the formula (2.S) rewritten aa 

ft 

0 . /^ 'cosA* 

we deduce that cos Atf < 0, and consequently (hat A^ = «•. 
A telescopic eyatem has an optical magnification Af given by 

- » • 
It alto has the property that the trantfsr matrix A li an Invariant if a drift 
length situated to the right of the lenus is transported to the front with the 
multiplication factor M 4. To prove and illustrate this property, consider the 
telescopic system having th« transfer matrix of Eq. {&!) and let it he preceded 
byadrtftof leng&'i and follow^ fay a &lft of length ft- The total matrix is 

* - ( i i)("oM - (i°/M))G'0 

"\ 0 -(1/M) / -

The matrix Br is equal to the matrix of the original telescopic system ir and 
only If the fallowing condition holds: 

Ml ,+ l» /M-0 

or eqnivaJently 

Is = ~M*h . 

In practice, to achieve a telescope tn both planes one needs at least two 
qiudraposs to simulate each lens of the telescope. Figure 12 shorn such a 
solution. 

The mngniiicatJoA may be different Is each plane; therefore, the general 4X4 
transfer matrix of the system becomes 

I -Mt 0 0 0 "I 

0 -1/M, 0 0 
0 0 -MV 0 
0 0 0 -V*V, 

It 



Fig. 12. A two-Dimensional Telescopic System. 

V A j 

FE* 

3.2 PHASE ELLIPSE MATCHING IN CIRCULAR MACHINES 

All lattices, be they beamlineg or segments of circular machines, are made 
by the juxtaposition of a series of celts having different transfer properties. One 
important problem facing the designer can be expressed in the following way: 

Consider a section Si which is to follow A section Si. Is it possible to design 
an Intermediate section Sit >»ch that St and St are matched? The probfem of 
finding such a section Sn is called the section matching problem. 

Many design programs help the designer in solving this problem in its gen
erality. It iB, however, important to have some rational guidelines on how this 

matching can be achieved. The following paragraphs indicate two general meth
ods for matching one FODO array to another FODO array or an 'interaction 
region* to the main lattice of the machine, etc. 

3.2.1 Genera) Considerations on FODO Cell Matching 

Consider the matched symmetric FODO cell that was described in paragraph 
4.1.2- ir we choose the beginning of the ceil to be halfway between the two 
quadrupoles, the following uojidittens hold at this point in every cell: 

Px = Pa and a, = - « , . 

Consider now two sets of FODO cells characterized by the two sets of rela
tions 

A * ~ Ay a n d or|X = - Q i j , 

A* =* &%'i and ct}¥ = —aaj . 

What properties should a matching section have in order to transform the 
values p\, at, fi into the values A , o-j, -jj? If (he transfer matrix of the 
matching Gcction for the 2,x' plane is 

R 

f*2 

then the following relation exists: 

/ Hi -WiiRn R\t \ / f t \ 

- f ln fe i RiiRit + RnRn -RnRm I I "i I • ( 3 - 2 ) 
^i) V fijj -WuRn ty, ) 1 1 1 / 

Let us note the following: 
If at the Input of the matching cell we have 

As = A» and a n = -o i» (3.S) 

and if the transfer matrix ft of the matching cell is such that the underlined ele
ments in Rq. (3.2) change sign from the (.£,*') plane to the (sivS*) plane and the 
other elements do not change sign, then it follows from the Twiss transformation 
that: 

ft* = ft» and ajt = -«j„ . 

When such a situation is created, then the phase ellipse values of one FODO 
cell are matched to the values of another FODO cell. This, however, does not 
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a n a that the above procedure matches any FODO cell to another arbitrar
ily chotea FODO ceil. The following procedure win exempfirjr and extend the 

The Brat condition can be reafiied generally in two wayK either the matrix 
it is such that 

or ft la inch that 

Rm(2a M 

where we have underlined the elements that muat change sign as one switches 
from plana (i,**) to plane (v.V1). One example of a practical matching system 
la the following. 

3.2.2 Beam Matching with a Quarter- Wave Transformer 

Consider the quarter-wave transformer defined in the FODO array section 
of paragraph 4,1.2 and Illustrated in Fig- 13 • 

4 — f — I — { -
Q| f f o E 

Fig. 13. A Quarter-Wave Matching Transformer." 

Th« matrix element of this cell can be written as 

R-. (*. L) 
when, according to our convention, the underlined elements change sign when 
switching from the {x,x') plane to the (y.y*) plane. 

The transformation of this cell satisfies die condition of the previous para
graph, and this cell will match pairs of FODO cells whose parameters both 
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satisfy the relation 

I «i l = [ « -«*-k 4a I \<n\ 
V-TJ/ V«* =M. «*/ \Tt/ 

Using the A/4 cell, whicli matches specific pairs of FODO cells, one tan obtain, 
by the addition of two elements, a cell which will match any two pain of FODO 
cells (with some constraint on the range of Pa). 

Consider a quarter-wave transformer to which we add a qnedrupole Qi at 
its entrance and another quadrupole Qs at Its exit. 

The insertion of quadrupole Qj does not change the exit value 0t but will 
change the value wj of the planet (x,xf) and (tf.y'} In opposite directions and 
so preserves the condition a%% s — ajj . 

The insertion of quadrupole Ql at the entrance dots not change the value 
0i or the relation a\x = - a i , but it does change the absolute valuta of a n 
and ctiy. The Twiss transformation, Eq. (2.7), for the quarter-wave transformer 
shows that this variation of (Ji will change the values of both fa and aj while 
preserving the conditions 0\t = 0it and a ] , m —aij. 

Using the transformation matrix of the quarter-wave transformer and con
sidering ai to be variable (via variation of the strength of tji), one can show 
that the value 0i that ccn be matched by the preceding cell h u a minimum 
value equal to »*/fti >* folliwa: 

The expression for 01 is 

The first and second derivatives with respect to Oi are 

and 

<fa] ft 
Therefore, a minimum will be achieved if 
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And the value of this minimum is 

ftmln = S" -ft 

The procedure of adjustment of the matching cell then becomes: 
The quadrupole Q\ is adjusted so that, given the input values ft, en, the 

required output value ft is achieved at the exit. Quadrupole Qi is then adjusted 
to obtain the required *%, and the match is accomplished. There are other 
modules that have similar properties. Information about some of them can be 
found in Ref. S. 

Sometimes there are situations where it is not possible to install quadrupole 
Q\. An example of this might be at the Interaction region of a collider. In 
this case, the quarter-wave matching transformer can still be made to work by 
choosing the parameter 6 in the above equations so as to achieve the required 
ojtput value of ft at the exit of the module. Then the quadiupole Qt may be 
adjusted to obtain the required az = -ay at the exit of the transformer. 

3.2.3 Matching with Ha/f-Wave lYansfbrmers 

Fig. U. A Half-Wave Matching Transformer: 1) using Doublets; 
2) using Triplets. 

Telescopic systems which have a phase shift of IT may also be used as match
ing transformers with the restriction that aj = al and ft = JWft, where M is 
the optical magnification of the transformer. Their most obvious application is 
to match between two points where ai — a j = 0 (the location of an erect phase 
ellipse]. They have the advantage that M* does no1, have to equal Af,. They 
also have the property of minimizing the higher-order optical distortionu be
cause of their optical symmetry. Examples of half-wave matching transformers 
are illustrated schematically in Fig. 14. 

4 SECOND-ORDER OPTICS MODULES 
In TRANSPORT a general notation for the coefficients of the Taylor expan

sion of the solution of the equations of motion was introduced. The notation 
of the first-order terms was simplified in order to conform with the standard 
matrix notation. For example, 

Rn =•• {x\xt,) , Ra = (I'IXO) , Ru » (y|srb> • 

In order to ease the writing, a similar simplification of notation was intro
duced for the second-order terms: the tensor 7},-* can be defined in a similar 
way. For example, 

Tm = (slaroic'o) , rS4s = (I'ISW) . 

All terms for which no subscript is equal to 6 will be referred to as geometric 
aberrations because they depend only upon the central momentum po. 

Any term where one subscript is equal to 6 will be referred to as a chro
matic aberration by virtue of the tact that its effect depends on the momentum 
deviation 6 = Ap/po of the particle. 

4 .1 CHROMATIC CORRECTIONS USING THE -I MODULE 

Chromatic effects occur because particles with different momenta respond 
differently to a given magnetic field. Consider two FODO cells in repetitive 
sequence tuned so that Mijr = 90 degrees for each cell. Such a setup is often 
- frrred to as a - I telescopic transformer because its transfer matrix in both 
the x and y transverse planes b 

The same would be true for three 60 degree cells, etc. 
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In Fig. 15 is a schematic representation of such a — I transformer. Let 1 
and 2 denote the entrance and exit positions. 

AK 

6 - 3 * AB09A17 

Fig. 15. Principle of a —/ transformer. 

A particle at position 1 with coordinates x\, x\ will emerge at position 2"with 
coordinates X2»zji given by 

X2 — — xi and 2$ = —x^ . 

Imagine now that we place at position 1 a thin magnetic element that produces 
an angle kick to the particle, say AX. The particle of momentum po will now 
arrive at position 2 with the coordinates 

a=2 = —ii and ^ =. ~x[ - AK" . 

If we now submit the particle to another angle kick equal to AK at position 2, 
we see that the exit coordinates are the same as they were without kicks. In 
conclusion, when particles are submitted to equal angle kicks at the entrance 
and exit points of a —7 transformer, there is no visible effect on their behavior 
outside the —7 transformer for monoenergetic particles having momentum po-

Let us apply this principle, using some of our elementary building blocks. 

1) Dipolce: Dipoles are even-order elements in the sense that the angle 
kick they deliver to & particle is an even function of the lateral displacement (in 
this case a constant function). Thus, if we place two identical dipolc magnets 
(one at the entrance and one at the exit) of a -I transformer, there will be no 
net angular deflection experienced by particles of momentum po outside of the 
—i" transformer and the total system will be achromatic to first-order. 

2) Quad nipples: The angular displacement produced by a quadmpole 
is an odd function of the lateral position T, (In this case the angle kick is 
proportional to x.) Consequently two identical quadrupoles of opposite polarity 
placed at the entrance and exit of a — / transformer will have no net geometric 
effect outside the transformer. 

3) Sextupoles: Sextupoles are even-order elements , The angular kick 
they produce is proportional to x7. In this instance pairs of equal strength 
sextupoles wilt have no net geometric effect outside the - / transformer. 
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Thus, in summary, all odd-order elements (quadrupoles, oetupolefl, etc.) will 
have to he introduced in pairs of opposite polarity, and all even-order elements 
(dipoles, sextupales, ytc.) have to be introduced in pairs with the same polarity 
in order for *,he Geometric cancellation to be effective. 

4.1.1 A -I Transform Sextupofar Chromatic Correction section 

Consider now a —7 transformer with two sextupoles of equal strength placed 
at the entrance and exit, and suppose that dipoles have been inserted in each 
cell or the - 7 transformer. From the previous discussion we know that the 
sextupoljs will not introduce second-order geometric aberrations. Thfc presence 
of the dipoles between the sextupolcs ensures that there will be coupling be
tween the sextupole strengths and the chromatic behavior of particles. Having 
thus demonstrated the principle of the chromatic correction, let us analyze its 
feasibility in greater detail. 

In practice one must do at least one chromatic correction per phase plane, 
and sometimes two or more per plane. The ideal situation, from the point of 
view of the second-order geometric aberrations, is to assemble enough —7 trans
formers so that the different sextupole pairs (placed —7 apart) do not interfere 
with each other.1" This condition is often prohibitive in its space requirement 
and in its cost. So let us analyze the effect of interlacing sextupole pairs used 
in chromatic corrections. 

Consider, as shown in Fig. l r ' , two consecutive - / transformers containing 
two interlaced pairs of sextupoles Si and Sj, 

If the sextupoles are pure second-order elements, no additional second-order 
aberrations are introduced by the coupling between the sextupoles of the two 
pairs. 

Fig, 16, Interlaced Sextupole Pairs. 

Suppose a particle arrives at the first sextupole Si with displacement xi. 
As it reaches the first sextupole of the pair Sj , its motion, within the - / trans
former that separates the pa:.r Sj, is perturbed, and whe particle will reach the 
second sextupole of the Si pair with a displacement that is not equal to - x i . 
Consequently the second sextupole of the Si pair wili not exactly compensate 
the geometries introduced by the the first sextupole. However since the distur-
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bance introduced by the sextupole Sj is of order two, •)« uncorrected geometric 
aberration of the pair Si is of order three and four. 

In a following paragraph we shall show a complete practical setup of a cor
rection scheme using interlaced families of sextupolcs. 

4 .3 GEOMETRIC CORRECTION USING REPETITIVE SYMMETRY 

The second-Older g » m trie aberrations are obtained by the computation 
of integrals containing the sinelike and cosintlikc functions from TRANSPORT 
theory. We know that symmetries introduced in the design of a lattice may have 
the desirable effect of canceling some aberrations. " 0 | The important symmetry 
to be considered here is the repetitive symmetry. 

Let us took at a general approach to the study of the effect of this symmetry 
on the second-order aberrations. 

Second-order geometric aberration terms can be expressed as 

L 
Tt/t'j K,{Siil.t))n{RiilW)mda where ( n + m ) = 3 

0 

where Kg is the dipole strength per unit length and K% is the sextupole strength 
per unit length, see Ref. 2. Pure quadrupoies do not generate second-order 
geometric aberrations so K\ is not important for this discussion. 

Since the Rij{%) are linear combinations of sin A0 and cos A\6, we can write 

I 

0 

where the functions Fr are equal to the strengths Kf multiplied by some power 
of the 0(i) functions. Adopting a complex variable notation, wc obtain the 
condition for having all second-order geometric terms 2;,t vanish, namely, 

& L 

JFre*i*d* = 0 and /^« ± s ' *<( s = o . 
» o 

The integral or the expressions f v e ± ' * and F,e±3i* for each separate element 
of a lattice can be represented geometrically «s a vector in the complex plane, as 
shown in Pig. 17. The integrals over the total lattice become the vector sums of 
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all the complex rectors representing the geometric aberrations of the Individual 
elements, namely, 

£>«•*' and £>e**> . 
> l 

For reasons that should appear cleat in the next paragraph, one generally places 
the vectors corresponding to ty in one diagram and the vectors corresponding 
to 3i> in another. The second-order geometric aberrations are zer* if both these 
sums are zero. 

^ 

I, li-l 

r 
5uN«-

Fig. 17. Complex Plane Diagram for Second-Order Geometric Aberrations. 
For repetitive symmetry (I.e. when the lattice is made of a sequence of 

equal cells), the beta Functions are equal from ceil to cell and to are the element 
strengths. 

In this case the functions Fp(a) are equal in value at the same location from 
cell to cell. Let us snalyze two special cases: a lattice containing four Identical 
celts and a lattice containing three identical cells, and auch that the total phase 
advance for the lattice is 2ir in both cases. 

Consider the 0 plot of Fig. 18. The vectors correspond to the number of 
the cell to which they belong. In the iji plane they appear In consecutive order 
with an angle of 90 degrees. Their sum obviously is zero. In the 30 plane the 
angle between consecutive vectors becomes 270 degrees, and their sum will also 
be zero. 

In conclusion, in a lattice made of four equal cells with total phase shift of 
2*, the second-order geometric aberrations originating in individual elements 
will cancel. 

Consider now the i> plot of Fig. 19. The three vectors display an angle of 
120 degrees, and so their sum is also zero. However, in the 30 plot they will 
havo an angle oT 360 degrees and will all coincide. Their sum is not zero unless 
their amplitude is zero. 
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In conclusion, for a lattice with three cells and a total phase shirt of 2sr, 
some geometric aberrations do not cancel. 

We can now formulate the following important theorem; 
In a lattice made of n identical cells with n > 3 and having a total phase 

shift of 2m7r, all second-order geometric aberrations will cancel. 

1.2 
3 + 

Fig. IS. Complex Plane Diagram for Second-Order Aberrations in a Four-Cell 
Lattice with Repetitive Symmetry and a 2;r Phase Shift. 

1 , 2 , 3 

Fig. 19. Complex Plane Diagram for Second-Order Aberrations in a Three-Cell 
Lattice with Repetitive Symmetry and a 1* Phase Shift. 

4.2.1 The First-Order AcJiromat 

Consider a lattice made of n identical cells having the following transfu 
matrix: 

"(:ii)-("0-
The total transfer matrix T will be 

/ Mn Mn~lw + Mn~2w + ... + £ 
T-[o 

The dispersive vector of the total transfer matrix 7" car. be written in the fol
lowing form: 

<f= (A**1-1 + Mn~2 + • • • + I)w =s (Afn - 1)(M - l)~lw . 

From the above expression one can deduce the following theorem: 

A lattice made of n identical cells is achromatic to first order if and only if 

1) Mn = / 

or 

2) u? = 0 . 

In other words., it is achromatic if and only if each cell is achromatic, or 
the total transfer matrix is the identity matrix (equivalently if the total phase 
advance is 2mn for any integer m). 

This first-order result is the basis for the building of second-order achromatic 
beam lines. 

4.2.2 A Practical Second-Order Achromat 

Figure 20 shows a possible layout for a four-cell second-order achromat-
The labels BD stand for bending dipoles. The tebels QF and QD stand for 
horizontally focusing quadrupoles tvnd horizontally defocusing quadrupoles. We 
assume that the quadrupole* have been tuned to provide a total phase advance 
of 2 jr. 

'A 
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Fig. 20. Example of a Practice decond-Order Achromat with Four Cells. 

Sextupoles have been introduced so that the chromatic correction procedure 
can be performed in both the (x,x') and the (j/,y') j>Iane. 

The sextupoles of the family SF will couple predominantly with the x plane 
because they are located close to the focusing quadrupoles, where the values of 
the J3X function are greater. 

Similarly the sextupoles of the family SD will couple predominantly to the 
y motion, where 0y is larger. 

Once the quadrupoles have been tuned to provide a 2TT phase shift, the 
second-order geometric aberrations introduced by the dipoles and by the scx-
tupoles cancel exactly. 

One then tunes the sextupolcs SF and SD so that one of the second-order 
chromatic terms Ti y-6 or 2*SJO and one of Tayo or T+JQ are zero. It has been shown 
previously " that all the second-order chromatic terms except T5G5 then become 
simultaneously zero. 

We now have a system that is completely achromatic to second order with 
the only exception being the momentum dependence of the path length. 

4.2.3 Application of the Achromat Concept to Chromatic Corrections 

The second-order achromat as described above is an optical system whose 
transformation matrix is the identity matrix to a precision of second order in all 
of the phase space variables x, x't y, y\ /, and 6 except for the matrix elements 
for the path length which depenmd only upon 6 . These are flse and T«,QQ. 

While the second-order achromat may not be directly applicable to the de
sign of circular machines, the optical principles evolved for its development are 
definitely useful when formulating the sextupole configurations necessary for the 
chromatic corrections in circular machines and in particular for storage rings, 
where the interaction regions have very small beta functions. Let us review the 
salient features ef the second-order correction theory developed above that are 
applicable to this problem. 
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1) Any family of sextu poles inserted into a lattice such that their vector sums 
cancel in the T/> and 3 ^ diagrams described above will not introduce second-order 
geometric aberrations. 

2) The interlacing of two or more sextupole familiesv each of which satisfies 
criterion l j , does not introduce second-order geometric aberrations, 

3} Interlacing of one sextupole family with anothe- sextupole family will 
introduce third- and higher-order distortions to the lattice. 

4) It should be noted that in order for the sextupoles not to introduce second-
order geometric distortions, the tune shift per cell of the lattice in the region of 
the sextupoles must remain fixed. The quadrupoles in this region must not be 
used to vary the tune of the machine. The variation in tune must be achieved 
in a 'sextupole-free1 region. 

In summary wc may slate the following theorems : 

Theorem A : One of the important principles of the second-oTder achromat is 
the following: "If one combines four or more identical cells consisting of dipole, 
quadrupole, and sextupole components, with the parameters chosen so that the 
overall first-order transfer matrix is equal to unity (+1) in both transverse planes, 
then it follows that such a system wilt have vanishing second-order geometric 
(on momentum) aberrations". 

Theorem B : Furthermore, "If the sextupole components are adjusted so as to 
make one second-order chromatic aberration vanish in each transverse plane of 
the +1 sections, then ALL second-order aberrations (geometric, chromatic and 
path length) will vanish except for the path length matrix elements depending 
only upon 6 . 

Theorem A is useful for making chromatic corrections in particle accelerators 
such as storage rings and tin;ar colliders where low beta sections are used for 
the interaction regions. For these applications, it is sometimes referred to as a 
" pseud oachromat". 

The entire achromat, using both theorems A and B, is useful for the design 
of secondary beams or for the transport of primary beams t 5uch as in the arcs 
of the Stanford Linear Collider, where optical distortions must be kept to a 
minimum. 

The property of the second-order achromat, whereby dipolc and sextupole 
families may be inserted into a lattice for chromatic corrections without intro
ducing second-order geometrical (on momentum) optical distortions, has been 
incorporated in several new particle accelerator designs. These include the SLC 
at SLAC, LEP at CERN, the EROS pulstretcher ring at SASKATOON, the 
CEBAF ring at SURA and the MIT ring. 1" 1 
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